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Supergiant Tapas & Cocktail Bar exquisitely presents
Boston Lobster Extravaganza
(Hong Kong, 18 October 2016) Mira Moon’s award-winning Spanish restaurant Supergiant Tapas &
Cocktail Bar is offering a unique yet premium dining experience for all lobster lovers with a 5-course
lobster menu available from 28 October to 4 November 2016.
The 5-course dinner menu at HK$588 per person showcases the creativity of Executive Chef Jeremy of
selecting diverse range of ingredients pairing with the Boston lobster imported from Canada.
The unrivalled lobster feast starts with the traditional Lobster Croquetas which is a very popular
Spanish amuse bouche, followed by the elegantly prepared Lobster Tartare on Spanish Crystal Bread
and Lobster and Avocado with Fennel, Mango puree with Hazelnut that will heighten your palate. The
warm and creamy Classic Lobster Bisque with Tiger Prawn Mushroom Tortellini will definitely take you
to the next level of savoring lobster. If you have never thought of enjoying lobster with Korean rice cake,
you should have savored the Butter Poached Lobster with Paprika Cheese Rice Cake and Peas which
will add a lightly spicy taste on top of the oceanic aroma. Finish your dinner with a sweet finale and
sample the refreshing Lemon Tart with Orange and Mandarin Sorbet and Chocolate Ganache together
with a cup of hot tea or brewed coffee.

Boston Lobster Extravaganza Menu
AMUSE BOUCHE
Lobster Croquetas
APPETIZERS
Lobster Tartare on Spanish Crystal Bread
and
Lobster and Avocado with Fennel, Mango puree, Hazelnut
SOUP
Classic Lobster Bisque with Tiger Prawn Mushroom Tortellini
MAIN COURSE
Butter Poached Lobster with Paprika Cheese Rice Cake and Peas
DESSERT
Lemon Tart with Orange and Mandarin Sorbet and Chocolate Ganache

Supergiant Tapas & Cocktail Bar and Secret Garden:
Address
Opening Hour
Telephone
Email

: 3/F, Mira Moon, 388 Jaffe Road, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong
: 6:00am to 1:00am
: (852) 2643 8875
: supergiant@miramoonhotel.com

* Subject to 10% service charge; Dinner menu serves from 6:00pm – 10:30pm.
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About Supergiant Tapas & Cocktail Bar & Secret Garden
Supergiant – the largest and most luminous of all stars in the universe – is Mira Moon Hotel’s
extraordinarily stylish Tapas & Cocktail Bar. Staged in a moon mythology inspired décor by Dutch
design maestro Marcel Wanders, Supergiant’s menus are curated by a team of talented chefs well
versed in Spanish cuisine. It is the best-kept secret in town for a sensuous odyssey of Spanish tapas
with Spanish sangrias or exquisite wines from around the world.
Supergiant Tapas & Cocktail Bar is revered for its glamorous décor, which sets the backdrop for a
romantic night out with its elegant white sculptures, mysterious black chandeliers, and flickering
candles. Together with Secret Garden, the lust alfresco terrace of Supergiant, both venues offer Super
Happy Hours spanning from 4pm till 9pm daily. Both Supergiant and Secret Garden are versatile
locations perfect for business and private events from bridal showers to product launches.
About Mira Moon Hotel
Mira Moon is the very first boutique hotel within the Mira Hotel Collection conceived under the creative
direction of the famous design guru – Wanders & YOO. Equipped with 91 one-of-a-kind guestrooms
and suite, all five guestroom types and the striking suite of Mira Moon are the modern rendition of the
Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival mythology. Tech-savvy features are available at your finger tips allow you
to stay connected at all times. Complimentary privileges include portable Wi-Fi On The Go, Wi-Fi
throughout the hotel, iPad mini with customized apps, and “PressReader” access with over 4,500 free
online publications.
Located at the heart of bustling Causeway Bay on Hong Kong Island, the 5-star boutique hotel Mira
Moon is part of the vibrant entertainment district with landmarks like Times Square, Sogo and Hysan
Place. Mira Moon also boasts as the only design hotel within a few minutes’ walk from Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition Centre.
For other hotel information, please visit www.miramoonhotel.com.
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